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About This Game

Runeyana is an RPG that combines Hack and Slash action. It evokes a story of bravery, strength, courage, trust and the desire to
overcome destiny. Set in a deep, responsive, huge world, you will explore a beautiful sprawling land gaining the trust of various
species scattered throughout the world. As in real life, you will cope with internal racial tensions by obtaining their trust through

reputation. Use unique weapons and craft your character in both physical and psychological customisation.

Features

  Role Playing Game mixing Hack and Slash action
  Online trade and looting support

  Leveling up
  Learn your enemies’ abilities.

  Storyline based on the ancient gods of Runeyana
  Game goes through the bone age to the stone age

  Questing and NPC system
  Pet system too!

  Create your own army
  Buy your own buildings and hire guardians to protect yourself from players online. Become the King of Alteos by owning as

many buildings as possible.
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Title: Runeyana
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, RPG
Developer:
Blackturn Ltd
Publisher:
Blackturn Ltd
Release Date: 21 Mar, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP and newer

Processor: 2.0 GHz

Graphics: NVidia GeForce 8800

Sound Card: Integrated audio

English
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pretty good until you have to fight doctor octopus and magneto at the same time,
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t fight imo. Legions of Asworld

Excellent strategy game with rpg and tactical elements in it. It is a very hard and challenging game. Think about USSR at -41
when Germany assaulted it. Soviets struggled in defensive war at start, until tides turned. Thats what is going on here as well.

At start your mission is unity "allies" under the same flag. While doing that, you need to defend land against hostitle and
superior force. Slowly you gain power by recruiting more cities under your control and winning battles (hopefully). The game
has good re-playability possibilities as there are different ways to achieve these things. For example, if you recruit a powerful
king on your side, it will end up to a side quest. Which takes your attention elsewhere, while you are already busy by defending
your territory. You also have few wizards under your control. They are good in battle, but can also be used in quests, hunting
artifacts and treasures all over the map!

A simple and quite good made UI may look strange, but it offers you just what you need to enjoy the game.

Well worth 3.74e (holiday sale)!. Good tower defense game - nicely balanced and challenging (to save all sheeps)!. *** Note:
Early access review, game was just released. I will continue to update this.

Am I really the first person to review this? Wow, what an honor and a responsability and a nice oppertunity for dev interaction!

Initial Impressions: I really like this game. The building system is already quite tight and I really enjoy this sort of thing. It
reminds me of a cross between Shores of Hazeron's building system, Minecraft and Kerbal Space Program in terms of
construction with some Space Engineers thrown in and Privateer or Freelancer in the gameplay.

The controls are pretty intuitive, though the camera angle stuff vexes me on occasion but that is something *I* need to learn.
The module system is great, I was able to make a nice ship design right from the start. If you begin with the tutorial it's pretty
important to scavenge the heck out of the pile around you.

Controls: Decent
Graphics: Decent
Music: ... I feel like I've heard it before, but I can't tell.
Humor: I enjoy the game's sense of humor. 'An entire enemy fleet and their mom seems to be here' was entertaining to pop up
among other things.

Constructive Suggestions: I will edit this as I find them, but:
* An all stop hotkey. I realize that the ship will bring itself to a stop but sometimes you want to stop drifting left \/now\/ and it's
less confusing just to have a 'helm, STOP' button.
* A nice module idea would be ramming shields.

Keep up the good work. I've got my eye on this game and will be playing it a fair bit as we go. It's a very, very good start,
especially for early access.. Well ****, This is hell of a game. AND I WANT THESE F***ING ROBOTS TO GIVE MY
27MBs BACK!. The game is going good, but what im confused about is the story that going on in the beginning and then you
start in a hut ( I see a plane and then later on you hear a plane crashing?? ) I think its good just need some bug fixes and story fix
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At the moment, I cannot recommend The Love Boat - Second Chances on Steam. Despite enjoying the first of the series, it is
currently very buggy, and towards the last few levels, I gave up on completing the achievements, and mostly aim to complete the
story instead.

1. Poor response time after clicking. Sometimes your clicks might not register at all, or skip if you quickly click on another item
afterwards.

2. Delay between actions. There is a very noticeable delay between your actions, which makes the whole experience really
janky, and not smooth at all. Checking out customers was also a very tedious process, it is very slow.

3. Impossible\/hard to complete levels due to bugs. On one of the MAIN levels, you were required to submit only full orders.
However, due to the poor response\/delay, the items ended being submitted to the customers INDIVIDUALLY, causing the
challenge to be failed. However, after quite a few restarts, it is possible to clear it.

4. Clipping issues\/graphic bugs - During cutscenes, or levels themselves, the npcs and customers would clip through each other,
and the background. There was also alot of inconsistencies between the character model and the ongoing story.  Julie was shown
to have an eyepatch on her model after a certain cutscene. However, her subsequent models during story and challenge levels do
not reflect this change, even though it will show up again immediately in cutscenes after a level.

5. Poor minigames design - The minigames were largely repetitive, most of which involve clicking 3 spots, and there is no
change in pattern at all for any of the minigames. The 3 spots will always be in the same place, the luggage will always be
stacked in the same way etc. Also I had difficulty with one of the minigames, where I couldn't click and scroll properly with my
mouse.

6. Story - 6.5\/10, I personally felt that the story wasn't as good as the first.

Overall, the game was very tedious to play through, with the poor responses and delay that I had not encountered in other
gamehouse games (though the first Love Boat was a little laggy for me too). Expert mode did not feel like a challenge at all,
given the new ability to force out new customers according to your own pace. This new feature also shorten the duration I
usually spend on other Gamehouse games quite significantly. Hopefully some or all of these might be fixed in the future.. Tails
is the first game I've played that makes thorough use of room-scale VR, which in most other titles feels like an afterthought.
Peaceful, compelling, flowy-shiny-dragon gameplay that leaves me feeling like I just got a shoulder massage. Very worth it.

I wish I had some sort of directional auditory hint as to where a new lantern has appeared; often I spend 5-8 seconds just trying
to spot it. Lanterns make a sound when they appear, but as far as I can tell the sound isn't directional.. i really enjoyed playing
this game they just need to add few more levels. Been awhile since I could play a single game for a couple hours in a row. At
first glance it looks like it should have been more of a FPS, but after playing it, its definitely more of a 3rd person adventure.
But add hordes of the undead and explosive surroundings and you have a recipe for overwhelming action. Usually I'm a
gamepad sorta guy for 3rd persons, but I actually prefer KB/Mouse since its borderline FPS. There is looting and repetative
clearing of enemies, almost sounds like Borderlands, but it just doesn't feel anything like it, at least not to me. Being a big fan of
games like Borderlands, Serious Sam, Duke Nukem, Doom etc. Yes there are elements, but at heart still an action adventure 3rd
person. But its heavy on the action and puzzles, tons of things to be found if you like adventures and secrets. The game is a hoot,
you have to solve puzzles etc to get through checkpoints, not really a fan of that, but at least the puzzles are relatively easy. I
think the game is a 7.5/10. Feels very much like Indiana Jones' and Serious Sam's nephew.. This game is official now with one
small flaw....when you die to continue should work like every other game I know....you should press START, not any other
button, because when you are ready to rage quit pressing X to continue makes it more frustrating in my opinion. At times you
want to rush through the animation which should be done by mashing buttons in olden arcade style fashion! But
NIIIICCCCEEE! I love all the new character animations!. love this game a level up system would be awesome as well. i dont
know what just happened but i like it.. Yo I like this game and all but like, Skyrim is better.
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